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for each party (e.g. by studying each party’s programmatic
statements) or b) by requesting the candidates to answer the
questions themselves.
The statements are composed by a set of experts who
identify a small set of issues that are considered important
for the speciﬁc time and nation that is about to elect a
new government. Answers are stored anonymously into the
VAA’s database. Having the information of users and candidates, VAAs can provide recommendations by comparing
‘issue’ proﬁles and suggesting to the user the most relevant
candidates according to the selected statements.
In this work, we propose a recommendation method that
is based on applying data clustering on the user-base of
the VAA. This way the users are organized into groups
of like-minded voters. Knowing the vote intention of the
users, we calculate the distribution of each political party
in each cluster. Recommendation to a new user is achieved
by ﬁnding the closest cluster to this user and recommend
what the majority of voters intend to vote in this cluster.
We observed that this approach performs more effectively
than two baseline approaches. Furthermore, we argue that
clustering provides with valuable information concerning the
opinion of the electorate.
The contribution of this work can be summarized in the
following points: (1) The proposal of a novel, accurate,
clustering-based vote suggestion method, (2) a comparative
study among three approaches, (3) a discussion and demonstration on the insight that clustering provides, and (4) a
new pre-processed dataset made freely available online in
an attempt to promote research in the ﬁeld of VAAs.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section II
provides with the problem deﬁnition while Section III reviews the limited recent related work on VAAs. Section IV
contains a description on the new Choose4Greece dataset
and Section V presents the approaches that are going to be
evaluated in Section VI. Finally, Section VII provides with
an overview of our work and summarizes the key-points of
our research.

Abstract—Voting advice applications (VAA) are very recently
developed in order to aid users in deciding what to vote in
elections. Every user is presented with a set of important
issues and she is asked to submit her opinion by selecting
one of a predeﬁned set of answers (e.g. agree/disagree). The
VAA gathers the same information for all candidates that
are about to compete in the elections. Hence, it can provide
recommendation to users: the candidates that agree with the
user on these selected issues. In this paper, we propose a
collaborating ﬁltering approach for providing such suggestions.
Like-minded users are clustered together based on their proﬁles
(views on the selected issues) and voting recommendation is
provided to a user by the members of the nearest (to her
proﬁle) cluster. We observe that this method produces more
effective recommendations by utilizing two different measures:
accuracy and weighted mean rank. Furthermore, the proposed
method provides with important insight and summarization
information about the electorate’s opinion. This research is
based on new data gathered by the voting advice application
Choose4Greece which was widely used for the most recent
elections in Greece.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Voting advice applications (VAA) are essentially vote
recommendation systems and usually exploited during elections. VAAs are of vital importance since they promote
rational reasoning for voting, ﬁll information gaps and
have positive impact on voter turnout [1]. Their use has
increased in recent years especially in the European zone.
Choose4Greece1 is a very recent voting advice application
that launched at the latest elections in Greece.
In most voting advice applications users are presented
with a set of important political/ﬁnancial/social issues in
form of closed set questions. The users have to submit their
opinion on these topics by selecting one answer out of a predeﬁned set (e.g. strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree
nor disagree, agree, strongly agree). The same information is
collected for each political party / candidate. This is achieved
either: a) by having a set of experts coding this information
1 www.choose4greece.com
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VAAs from the recommendation systems perspective and
the majority of them consider only the problem of selecting
an appropriate metric to compute the similarity between user
and party/candidate proﬁles.

II. P ROBLEM D EFINITION & N OTATION
In the problem of voting suggestion there is a set of
N users U = {u1 , u2 , . . . , uN }, a set of M questions (or
issues) Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qM }, and a set of T political parties
(or candidates) P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pT }. Each user ui ∈ U and
each political party pj ∈ P , has answered each question
qk ∈ Q. The answers of users are recorded through on-line
questionnaires like the one in Choose4Greece. The answers
of political parties are either coded by experts or answered
by representatives of political parties.
Based on their answers, every political party or user can
be represented in a vector space model:
ui = {u(i,1) , u(i.2) , . . . , u(i,k) , . . . , u(i,M) }

(1)

pj = {p(j,1) , p(j,2) , . . . , p(j,k) , . . . , p(j,M) }

(2)

A. Similarity measures in Voting Advice Applications
In [2], Fernando Mendez compares four models for calculating the user-party proﬁle distance. The ﬁrst two are
based on how close the answers of the party and the user are
(proximity models) and are implemented either by Euclidean
or City Block distance. The third metric is the Scalar Product
which is a directional model. Directional models take into
consideration the polarity of the opinions (i.e. if the answer
of the voter and the candidate lie at the same side (disagree
- agree) of the Likert scale). The last one is a Hybrid
model. The basic claim of the paper is that the directional
inspired models perform better. In [4] the authors share their
concern that the output of voting assistance tools might
be strategically manipulated by political actors and that
VAAs might be most advantageous to non-programmatic
political parties. Finally, Walgrave et. al. [5] study the
effect of the selection of statements and its impact on the
recommendations that are produced. The paper suggests that
certain conﬁgurations might favor certain parties.

where u(i,k) , p(j,k) ∈ L are the answers of the i-th user
and j-th party, respectively, to the k-th question. Usually,
vectors ui and pj are named proﬁles.
A typical set of answers is a 6-point Likert scale: L ={1
(Strongly disagree), 2 (Disagree), 3 (Neither agree nor disagree), 4 (Agree), 5 (Strongly agree), 6 (No opinion)} but in
practice the sixth point it is not taken into consideration since
does not correspond to a particular stance. As a result the
set L, in the context of this work, becomes: L ={1,2,3,4,5}.
The task: Given the answers of a speciﬁc user ua suggest
a ranking of political parties based on user-party relevance.
In machine learning terms, the task is to approximate the
hidden function h : RM × RM → R, where h(u, p) is the
estimation of the relevance of user u with political party p.
Typically h(u, p
) ∈ [0, 1]. In each case, the top suggestion
pa for user ua should be:
pa = argmax[h(ua , p)]
p

B. VAAs and Recommendation Systems
A recommendation system is an information system that
recommends items (e.g. books or movies) to users. The
methods that have been proposed for recommendations can
be organized into the following categories (for an extended
review on the ﬁeld see [6]):
• Content-based: Users are recommended items similar
to the ones they preferred in the past [7].
• Collaborative-ﬁltering: Users are recommended items
that users with similar preferences liked in the past [8].
For the ﬁrst approach, the preferences of the user for
other items (e.g. political parties), cannot be applied to VAA
schemes since it does not make any sense. Furthermore, the
whole voting history of a user is generally not collected
or not available at all (new voters). Furthermore, as we
discussed in Section II, the voting recommendation problem
has one more dimension than conventional content-based
recommendation problems. In our case, there are the users
(voters), the items (political parties) and the questions. In
order to produce recommendations we need to exploit all
three elements. As a result we opt for a clustering-based
collaborative ﬁltering scheme. An interesting related work
that is based on fuzzy clustering and fuzzy proﬁles is
presented in [9], [10].

(3)

Similarly, we could consider a function r(u, p) ∈ [1, T ]
that returns the rank of the political party p for the user
u, if all political parties are ranked according to relevance
(similarity) with this speciﬁc user. Having learned function
h(u, p
) it is straightforward to calculate r(u, p).
In order to produce vote recommendations, the most
simple approach is to deﬁne h(u, p
) = d(u, p) where d is
a distance function between u and p. A number of such
distance measures are discussed in [2].
In many voting assistance systems, the information of
vote intention vi of many users ui is available as it is
included as a supplementary question in the online surveys.
It is this kind of information we utilize in this work to
provide collaborating ﬁltering based voting recommendation
and evaluate the proposed approaches.

IV. DATASET D ESCRIPTION

III. R ELATED W ORK

In this section we provide information about the newly
introduced dataset. By making the dataset available online
we intend to promote the research in the ﬁeld.

There is a lot of work on VAAs in the political science
discipline [3]. However, very few scientists approached
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A. Choose4Greece

recommendation is pa = argmax[h(ua , p)] normalization

Choose4Greece is a non-proﬁt collaborative academic
effort involving researchers from Cyprus University of Technology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, University of
Zurich, University of Twente and University of Oxford. It
was widely used for the national elections in Greece (June
2012 and May 2012). The Choose4Greece questionnaire can
be accessed at: http://www.choose4greece.com.

is not required, even if a ranking of political parties is
requested.
The advantage of this approach is that it provides the
degree of agreement / disagreement with each political party.
This information normally demands signiﬁcant effort on
behalf of the user. Another positive aspect of this approach
is computational simplicity. The main disadvantage is that
the proﬁles of political parties / candidates are not easy to
collect. Another concern with this method is that usually
users do not vote based on agreement with political parties
(non-issue voters). Many citizens tend to vote based on other
criteria like personal relations with party, personality of the
party leader, effectiveness in solving the problems, etc (see
[2] for more information).

p

B. The Dataset
The dataset consists of information collected from the
usage of the Choose4Greece system during the period April
- May 2012 for the 2012 National Elections in Greece. There
were two rounds of elections in Greece 2012 (May 6th &
June 17). The dataset under study includes data collected
for the elections at May 6th.
Users of Choose4Greece had to submit their opinion
for 30 issue statements plus some supplementary questions
asking for demographic information, voting intention and
self-placement on the main political dimensions (left/right,
traditional/liberal). For each issue statement, the user had to
choose one of the following answers: 1) Completely agree,
2) Agree, 3) Neither agree nor disagree 4) Disagree 5)
Completely disagree 6) No opinion.
The dataset is available for research purposes at http://
www.choose4greece.com/datasets/.

B. Average Voter
This is a simple approach that calculates the distance
between the user and the average voter of each party.
The party with the nearest average voter comprises the
recommendation in this approach. The average voter of party
pj is deﬁned as:
Nj
Nj
Nj


1 
{
u(i,1) , . . . ,
u(i,k) , . . . ,
u(j,M) }
Nj i=1
i=1
i=1
(5)
where Nj are the total number of voters of political party
pj . In this approach h(ui , pj ) = d(ui , a(pj )) where d is the
Euclidean distance. As discussed previously depending on
the application requirements h should be normalized.
The advantage of this approach is that it does not require
the proﬁle of each political party and that it is computationally undemanding. However, a sufﬁcient number of users
is necessary in order to calculate the average voters. In
recommendation system literature this issue is known as
“cold-star” problem [6].

a(pj ) =

C. “Cleaning” the Dataset
The Choose4Greece dataset had to be pre-processed in
order to remove invalid records. The ﬁrst step was to ﬁlter
all user-entries that did not exceed the time threshold of
100 seconds during the whole session. We considered that
if a user spent less that 100 seconds to complete the full
questionnaire (that is approximately 3 seconds per question
- not considering the supplementary questions which are
not mandatory) then probably she would answered the
questions randomly. Another important step was to remove
user entries that did not completed the full 30-questions.
Finally, duplicate user entries were removed by IP ﬁltering.
After this process there were 75294 user entries.

C. Clustering
Our approach is based on data clustering [11]. Given a
set of data points in a multi-dimensional space, a clustering
algorithm is able to organize data points into similar groups
(clusters). Partitioning algorithms, like the widely known kmeans, organize data based on feature space distance. Points
that are close are organized into the same group. In this
work, we exploit clustering in order to organize voters into
clusters: Voters will be similar in terms of their feature vector
which expresses their answers in Choose4Greece’s issuequestions. Therefore, clustering will produce groups of likeminded users. After creating clusters, the system will be
able to produce vote recommendations for new users. This
is achieved by calculating the closest cluster to the new user.
Then, the system suggests the political party that has the
greatest number of voters in that cluster.

V. C ANDIDATE R ECOMMENDATION S YSTEMS
In this section we describe the approaches that are evaluated in the experimental study.
A. Party-Coding Similarity
This is the approach most widely used in Voting Assistance Applications. In this case h(u, p) = d(u, p
), where d
is the Euclidean distance:

M

d(ui , pj ) =  (u(i,k) − p(j,k) )2
(4)
k=1

Naturally, normalization is necessary if h is required to be in
[0, 1], with 0 meaning identical proﬁles. However, since the
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Figure 1.

note some interesting observations on this outcome. For
example, we observe that Cluster 5 consists mostly of
Siriza voters, Cluster 8 is a group of left parties voters
(KKE, Siriza, Dimokratiki Aristera), Cluster 4 consists of
voters with right-conservative orientation (Nea Dimokratia,
Anexartitoi Ellines, Xrisi Augi) and ﬁnally, Cluster 7 and 9
seems to have voters from various political parties.
Finally, each cluster can be represented by a centroid
(average vector of each cluster). This representation is of
great importance since it enables to interpret the opinions
that dominate each cluster and can be exploited as data
compression technique.

A screenshot of the clustering based voting recommendation

VI. E VALUATION
A. Evaluation Setup
We separated the dataset into training and test set (70%30%). In Average Voter, the training set is used to calculate
the average vectors for each political party. In the clustering
approach, the training set is used to organize the voters into
clusters and calculate the vote distributions for each cluster.
The evaluation of all approaches (calculation of evaluation
measures) was carried out in the test set. For Clustering, the
Weka implementation of k-means was exploited [12].

Figure 2. A screenshot of the user-candidate similarity scores for the user
of Figure 1

B. Evaluation Measure
In order to evaluate and compare the aforementioned
approaches in terms of quality of prediction, we exploit the
following evaluation measures:
1) Accuracy: This is a widely used evaluation measure
for classiﬁcation problems. It calculates the number of
correct predictions. If a prediction of an approach h for user
i is pi = argmax[h(ui , p)] and the vote intention is vi then,

A particular example of voting recommendation based on
user clustering is shown in Figure 1. Once the user completed the set of 30 questions the closest cluster according
to her proﬁle was computed. Percentages of voting intention
of the members of this cluster are used as recommendation
and are illustrated in Figure 1. Note, however, that the results
refer to cluster members that answered the supplementary
question on voting intention. In summary: 43.2% of the
cluster members that answered the question on voting intention choose to vote for ‘DRASI’ (the corresponding bar
is colored green showing strong match), 20% choose to vote
for ‘PASOK’, etc. Thus the voting recommendation was
‘DRASI’. The corresponding recommendation based on the
user-candidate similarity scheme, for the same user, is shown
in Figure 2. We observe important differences both in the
similarity scores and ranking of parties.
An obvious advantage of the user clustering approach is
that it is not necessary to obtain the proﬁles of each political
party / candidate. However, the most important characteristic
is that it enables the organization of users into clusters. This
feature will provide with three more advantages.
Firstly, it will enable the production of more accurate recommendations than the average voter and the user-candidate
similarity since it will enable to create ﬁner groups of users
that hopefully will vote for the same candidate.
Secondly, it provides with valuable insight of the electorate. See for example the clusters produced after applying
k-means at the Choose4Greece data (Table I). One could

p

accuracy for method h in dataset D is calculated as:
|D|

acc(h, D) =

1 
e(pi , vi )
|D| i=1

(6)

where |D| denotes the cardinality (i.e., number of user
entries) of set D, and

1 if pi = vi
e(pi , vi ) =
0 if pi = vi
Accuracy is a strict measure that considers only the cases
where the recommendation system has placed ﬁrst the correct political party / candidate.
2) Weighted Mean Rank: Is a measure that evaluates
how high did the recommendation system placed the correct
political party. We consider this as a more fair evaluation
measure. Consider two recommendation systems h1 and h2
with ranking functions r1 and r2 and a user ua with vote
intention va . If r1 (ua , va ) = 2 and r2 (ua , va ) = 4 then
these cases will be treated equally in accuracy since none
of these methods ranked ﬁrst the correct political party (va ).
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Table I
T HE TEN CLUSTERS CREATED USING K - MEANS (k = 10)
#

PASOK

ND

KKE

LAOS

SIRI

DIAR

DISI

ANEL

OP

KISI

ARPO

DRASI

ANTA

XA

DIKS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

14%
14%
21%
1%
1%
1%
4%
1%
5%
0%

2%
30%
9%
11%
1%
1%
9%
0%
6%
0%

2%
1%
0%
2%
8%
14%
3%
11%
6%
32%

0%
3%
1%
5%
1%
1%
2%
0%
1%
0%

12%
2%
0%
8%
29%
23%
12%
54%
26%
40%

30%
6%
5%
3%
10%
3%
14%
10%
17%
1%

2%
8%
9%
1%
1%
0%
3%
0%
2%
0%

2%
8%
1%
32%
26%
31%
21%
4%
18%
1%

10%
2%
2%
2%
5%
2%
4%
7%
6%
1%

1%
1%
0%
1%
1%
0%
1%
1%
2%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

16%
14%
47%
2%
4%
1%
13%
1%
3%
0%

2%
0%
0%
1%
2%
3%
1%
8%
2%
24%

1%
8%
1%
29%
9%
19%
9%
1%
4%
0%

6%
4%
4%
2%
2%
1%
4%
1%
3%
0%

2) The effect of number of clusters: In Figures 3 and
4 we observe the variation of performance for clustering
with respect to k. In both metrics the performance seems
to be stable with respect to k and better than the other two
approaches. However, if we observe Figures 5 and 6 we
note that the performance is reduced when the number of
clusters increases drastically. This can be explained by the
fact that with such large values of k, small clusters (clusters
with only few members) will be created. Obviously, small
clusters do not contain enough number of voters to comprise
a sufﬁcient block of like-minded voters. This is a rather
important conclusion, since it suggests that our approach
is independent of the number of clusters (k) as long as it
enables a sufﬁcient number of users at each cluster. For the
case of the Choose4Greece dataset the experiments suggest
a number of clusters between 110 and 500.

This problem is alleviated in the weighted mean rank which
is deﬁned as follows:
wmr(h, D) =

Nj
T
1 
1
wj
r(uji , pj )
T j
Nj i

(7)

where T is the number of political parties, wj is the
percentage of voters that party j collected in the training
set, Nj is the number of voters of party j in the evaluation
set, r is the ranking function corresponding to recommender
h and uji is the i user (voter) of political party j. wmr
takes into consideration the ranking of the correct political
party (vote intention) and the number of the voters of each
political party. Weighted mean rank ﬁrstly introduced in [2]
for voting assistance applications.
C. Results and Discussion

VII. C ONCLUSION

1) Comparative Results: Table II displays the results of
the three approaches in two evaluation measures: Accuracy
(acc) and Weighted Mean Rank (wmr). For clustering, we
use k-means algorithm with k = 200, we elaborate on the
selection of k later on.

In this work, we introduced a collaborating ﬁltering
approach for voting aid applications. In contrary to the traditional and widely used user-candidate similarity approach we
approximate voting advice as a recommendation problem.
Like-minded voters are clustered together according to their
proﬁles using the k-means algorithm and for every user
the nearest cluster is selected. The percentage of voting
intention of the members of this cluster indicate the recommendation towards a party/candidate. The proposed method
outperforms both the user-candidate and user-average party
voter similarity approaches. Our approach not only produces
better predictive results but can provide with insight about
voter opinion. Collaborating ﬁltering voting recommendation enlarges the scope of traditional voting aid schemes
which aim at ‘issue-voters’ [2], that is those whose vote
choice is based on the policy stance of a candidate/party
on a given set of policy issues, by including ‘non-issue’
voters, those whose vote choice is based on other factors
including sociological/psychological ones, such as party
identiﬁcation, and valence factors such as the perceived
competence of a candidate/party to deliver the desired goals.
Finally, in this study we provide the ﬁrst release of the poll
dataset for voting recommendation which can be accessed at

Table II
C OMPARISON OF

VOTING RECOMMENDATION SCHEMES

Party Coding
Average Voter
Clustering(k=200)

acc

wmr

20.6%
32.8%
41.9%

4.03
3.53
2.93

We observe that the clustering approach performs better in
both measures (accuracy & weighted mean rank). This fact
conﬁrms our initial intuition that the clustering will organize
the users into like-minded voters who tend to vote the
same political party. Average voter presents better predictive
performance than the baseline of user-candidate similarity.
The bad performance of user-candidate similarity proves that
voters don’t agree in the selected issues with the political
parties that they vote. In general, acc and wmr seem to be
correlated. The method with the best (highest) acc produces
the best (lowest) wmr as well.
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Clustering: accuracy(Y ) vs k(X) (10 to 250, step 10)
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